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Editorial

Development and outlook of cosmetic dermatology

The term 'cosmetic dermatology' may be defined
as the field of dermatology which comprises
medical and surgical procedures, e.g. chemical
peeling, injection of fillers, laser operations, etc.
for the purpose of skin beautification. The desire
to look young and beautiful exists in both women
and men, and in the recent ten years the
percentage of males requesting cosmetic treatment
is increasing significantly.

Chemical peeling has probably the longest history
in the domain of cosmetic dermatology. The
principle is using high concentration of acidic
liquid, like glycolic acid, or trichloroacetic acid, to
peel off the epidermis or even part of the dermis
to stimulate new skin formation and hence a
smoother, pinker look on the face and neck.
Although this is a simple procedure often practiced
in beauty salons, it carries a risk of post peel
pigmentary changes, and rarely deep burn.

Injection of fillers, whether temporary or
permanent, for flattening of scars and wrinkles
has been used by dermatologists and plastic
surgeons for over a decade. Temporary fillers like
bovine collagen and hyaluronic acid are more
often used than permanent fillers because of the
ease of injection and the reversibility of the effects
in case of overcorrection. The risk of sensitivity to
filling material is very low. Good cosmetic result
depends on the selection of patient and the filler,
as well as injection technique.

Botulinum toxin is neurotoxic and is useful in
reducing expression lines from superficial muscle
overactivity. It is injected intramuscularly to flatten
frown lines on the forehead, glabella area, and
periorbital area (crow's feet). In recent years it is
also used to reduce the 'square face' look and

hyperhidrosis of the axillae and palms. The risk of
drug sensitivity is very low but accidental injection
into a nerve may cause unwanted muscle paralysis
causing ptosis or asymmetry of face lasting from
a few weeks to several months. Good cosmetic
results depend on correct dosage and injection
technique. It is strongly advised that this drug
should only be used by trained doctors. Possession
and usage in beauty salons must be prohibited.

Microdermabrasion systems using aluminium
oxide crystals or diamond handpiece are also
popular in beauty salons and doctors' office. Its
main indication is for reduction of superficial
unevenness of skin like acne scars and large pores.
Good cosmetic results again depend on operation
technique.

Laser and light systems are still the mainstay in
cosmetic dermatology. In Hong Kong, the
development of cosmetic laser surgery had been
slow until 1993 when a small number of aesthetic
laser systems were installed in some public and
private dermatology clinics and hospitals. At that
time Hong Kong was still ahead of most other
Asian countries in this field. Since there was no
reference centres nearby in Asia, training had to
be undertaken overseas, mainly in the United
States, where most of the laser systems were
manufactured. Those early versions of lasers were
expensive, with a slow operation speed and limited
therapeutic range for certain vascular and
pigmented lesions.

In the following year, short pulsed ablative lasers
for scar and wrinkle reduction became the heat
of laser surgery, especially in Japan and Korea.
Very good results were obtained in white skinned
patients, but the incidence of postinflammatory
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hyperpigmentation was high among pigmented
races including Asians. Down time was also long
after operation. Despite all these limitations,
ablative lasers were stil l popular among
dermatologists as an ablative tool for small lumps
and moles.

In the mid 90's, the technology for Q-switched
lasers for tattoo and naevi removal, pulsed dye
lasers for vascular lesions, and long pulsed lasers
for hair reduction became mature. These new
lasers produced better clinical results with a faster
working speed, and lower price compared with
their earlier models. With the establishment of
more laser centres in hospitals and clinics, cosmetic
dermatology was developing rapidly since 1996.

In view of the side effects and down time with
ablative lasers, intensive research was carried out
with nonablative devices. Intense Pulsed Light (IPL)
systems and nonablative lasers for wrinkle
reduction created another cl imax in the
development of cosmetic dermatology which
marked the beginning of the 21st century. These
systems were user friendly, clinically effective and
safe in expert hands. IPL systems were only useful
for epidermal pigmentary and flat vascular lesions.
Since light cannot penetrate effectively into the
deeper level of the skin to achieve wrinkle
reduction and fat ablation, only a non-light energy
source can deliver sufficient energy to serve this
purpose.

The invention of radiofrequency (RF) systems has
cast light on treatment of deeper wrinkles and fat
reduction. The penetration depth of these systems
(monopolar RF) can be as much as fifteen
millimetres below skin surface. Result with wrinkle
reduction is promising after several years of
research and experience abroad. About ten such
systems were installed in Hong Kong since the end
of 2003. Other recent developments in cosmetic
dermatology include lasers for treatment of vitiligo
and acne vulgaris, photodynamic therapy for
photorejuvenation and precancerous skin lesions,
LED systems for photomodulation, and fractional
resurfacing lasers.

The field of cosmetic dermatology is rapidly
expanding, as well as the technology of the
therapeutic tools including laser systems and other
high energy sources. However there is an
increasing number of complaints from patients
suffering from deep burns or scarring after
cosmetic procedures carried out by beauticians or
even doctors. In order to maintain a healthy
development of cosmetic dermatology, we need
to take actions in the following directions. Firstly,
adequate training of the operators is mandatory.
This means not only the basic training to operate
the system, but also the continuous education and
feedback from the operator. For some laser
systems the learning curve can be as long as one
year, depending on the number of patients treated,
and the devotion of the operator. Secondly,
education of the general public regarding laser
safety and efficacy, and realistic expectations
of the clinical results should be promoted.
Advertisements frequently exaggerate the positive
side of postoperative cosmetic result and it is
advisable to consult a specialist in laser surgery
before undertaking any aesthetic procedures.
Lastly, legislation should be laid down to prohibit
the use of lasers and other high energy systems by
non medical personnel such as beauticians, as
successful outcome depends not only on the
operation itself but also on proper pre-operative
patient assessment and postoperative skin care
which may involve the use of drugs such as
antibiotics. Legislation should also be imposed on
misleading 'medical' advertisements claiming to
have therapeutic effects in the human body.

The outlook for cosmetic dermatology is promising,
as we have powerful tools such as laser, IPL and
RF systems to treat various skin lesions including
photoageing, pigmented and vascular lesions,
scars, wrinkles, hairs, and even fat ablation. It is
hoped that the government and the medical
profession can join hands to let cosmetic
dermatology develop and flourish in a healthy and
professional way.
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